
Mothers for Peace'92 Luneta, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

February 23, 1985

Chairman Nunzio Palladino
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 "H" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Palladino:

The Mothers for Peace, whose concern in the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant
controversy is public safety, can only consider recent statements by the
NRC as an on-going effort to circumvent the law and deceive the public
about the adequacy of emergency evacuation plans in the event of an
earthquake at Diablo Canyon.

It is distressing that, since our recent legal challenge, the NRC has
deliberately sought to mislead the public about the substance of that
challenge. What is at stake is not a 'one in a million chance'oinci-
dence of an earthquake and an accident at the plant, as claimed by your
spokesman, but the adequacy of evacuation plans for ~an earthquake-
related emergency at the plant. As you know, all nuclear plants are
required to have emergency evacuation plans which take into account the
natural phenomena that occur in that region. Earthquakes, as you should
also know, are a fact of life in California and the whole purpose of
emergency evacuation planning is to protect the public in the event of
design failure or human error. Citizens who live near the plant, and
who will bear the cost of any miscalculation by you or PG8E, want to
know you are fulfillingyour responsibility to insure public safety
above all.
Therefore, we invite you to come to San Luis Obispo and answer the con-
cerns of those living near the plant about the evacuation plans in the
case of an earthquake emergency. Only a public appearance by you before
the plant's neighbors, to answer questions and to explain the NRC's
reasoning in this matter, can be considered a good faith effort on your
part to meet your public responsibility.

We will be glad to arrange a public forum at your convenience. Be
advised this letter will be made public. I look forward to your timely
response to this urgent request.

Nanc~ulver
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